Pennsylvania FFA Times
“Classified Ads”
If you are interested in any of the following positions, please complete
the employment application found at https://forms.gle/JS55sHg7EVBmyhKA7 by May 1st

Position 1: Seasonal Farmhand
Keystone Farm is a medium-sized farm located along the Susquehanna River. The farm features an onsite
country market and ice cream shop which is supplied by Guernsey dairy cows. The farm also raises fruit and
vegetables. The ideal candidate will have good interpersonal skills and be flexible, enthusiastic, hardworking,
detail oriented and independent. Prior work experience is recommended but not required.
Position 2: John Deere Intern
John Deere is seeking a hardworking, dynamic, person to work over the summer at their Pennsylvania
dealership. The individual will be responsible for going on service calls, helping with sales, and learning basic
maintenance. The individual will be responsible for working with the mechanics to repair agricultural
implements and tractors. The individual must be able to respond to customer complaints, maintain a clean work
area, and have the ability to understand and follow directions. Prior equipment experience is recommended but
not required.
Position 3: Pennsylvania Farm Bureau Communications
Pennsylvania Farm Bureau is looking for a well-rounded individual to assist our journalist on staff, with a flair
for good writing, page design, social media, and photography. The position involves providing articles and
photography on a variety of agriculture/rural life issues as well as assisting in layout and design of print
publication and uploading articles to websites. Candidates should be self-motivated, with a genuine interest in
agriculture. Prior writing and technology experience is recommended but not required.
Position 4: Penn State Extension Horticulture Intern
Contigo County is searching for a proactive and independent individual to serve as an intern in their
Horticulture unit. Applicants will be expected to collect samples in the greenhouses and fields, and process
samples in a laboratory. Interested individuals must be detail oriented, capable of keeping accurate records and
being able to work closely with other individuals in a laboratory and/or greenhouse setting. Individuals must
also be able to follow oral and written directions and communicate efficiently with his/her supervisor. Interns
will also be tasked with assisting Extension Agents with educational opportunities for greenhouse workers,
farmers, and the general public. A diverse experience with people and or plants is recommended by not
required.
Position 5: Pet Grooming Employee
Angel Pet Grooming is seeking mature individuals to perform basic pet grooming skills such as clipping hair,
nail clipping, bathing, and general pet care. This is a great opportunity if you love animals and enjoy being
independent. Applicants will be working with animals and owners, and therefore communication is vital to this
position. This job is perfect for those with flexible schedules. Prior animal experience is highly recommended
but not required.

